To our Valued Cheer Families,
We know that these are unsettling times you may be facing some
challenges related to the impact. Olympia wants you to stay safe and help
others to do the same as we come together to stop the spread of
COVID-19.
We’re all feeling the gravity of the situation, waking each morning
wondering what the day will bring. At this moment we are all adjusting to
new government regulations & recommendations to curb this pandemic.
In times of uncertainty it’s crucial that communities come together…
especially for our children.
Olympia is committed to maintaining balance, and some consistency for
our athletes during this time.
Reaching out and staying in touch
Like many gyms in our area, we have shifted to a virtual delivery of service
for the next 30 days as we try to plank the curve of COVID-19.

We will be offering online classes, resources for parents on things they can
do at home, operating virtual practices, team building activities and
opportunities for our athletes to connect virtually to the cheer community
they know and love.
With social distancing in full effect this will be a vital source of connection
for our athletes.

Competitions & Practices
We have heard from the Event Producers, competitions have been
postponed until May and a few have yet to be determined. As information
unfolds we will provide the new dates.

Once we are back to our new normal and able to commence practices
(May), we will be providing team practices on weekends and weekdays to
make up for lost time.
Tumbling and private classes will be rescheduled and athletes can visit our
homepage and Instagram to take part of our virtual content.
Supporting your needs
Our business is fighting to survive this too. We need your help to continue
to offer our programming but to also ensure there is a viable and healthy
cheer gym for your kids to come back to.

We are going to re-evaluate our offerings and will remain closed until April
20th , 2020.

Being there for our communities
COVID-19 is a global health challenge and has placed our local businesses
and communities under significant strain. We’ll continue to connect with
our community partners to determine where the greatest needs are so we
can lend a hand.

Please let us know if any of our families need food, medicine or crafts
dropped off to your doorstep.
Be safe and continue to protect yourself and your families. We will get
through this together!

Love Lorraine & Colleen

